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COMMUNITY AND NEIGHBOURHOODS SCRUTINY PANEL 
 

 21 November 2022 
 

 Meeting commenced: 2.00 p.m. 
 “                  ended: 4:10 p.m. 
 

 
PRESENT: Councillor Dickman - in the Chair 

Councillors Barnes, Brabiner, Fletcher, Mullen, Gina Reynolds, Wain 
and Walters.  
 

Councillor Barbara Bentham* - Lead Member for Environment, 
Neighbourhoods and Community Safety 

Councillor David Lancaster* - Executive Support, Environment, 
Neighbourhoods and Community Safety 
 

OFFICERS:  David Seager* - Asst Director, Operational and Community Services 
                     Jeanette Staley* - Head of Community Safety 

                     Andrew Meadows* - Neighbourhood Manager 
                     Vincent Nash* - Neighbourhood Manager 
                     Marie Shields* - Neighbourhood Manager 

                     David Thomas* - Neighbourhood Manager 
                     Jacqui Russell - Asst Director, Strategy and Change 

                     Darren Lomas* - Chief Inspector, Greater Manchester Police 
                     Mike Relph - Senior Democratic Services Officer 
                      

                    *Attended via Teams  
 

1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
 
Apologies for absence were submitted on behalf of Councillors Boshell, Karen Garrido 

and Warner. 
 

2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
 
There were no declarations of interest. 

 
3. MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS  

 
The minutes of the meeting of the Panel held on 17 October 2022, were approved as 
a correct record. 

 
4. MATTERS ARISING 

 
  Pesticides Use in Salford 

(Previous Minute 6(g) - 17 October 2022) 

 
That the requested information be provided in relation to the locations of Giant 

Hogweed and Japanese Knotweed on City Council owned land in Salford. 
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5. POLICING IN SALFORD 
 

Darren Lomas gave a presentation which provided an overview of policing in Salford 
together with an update current initiatives and activities, which included the following 

key issues: 
 

 Youth crime. 

 Operation Castle - initiative to tackle domestic dwelling burglaries. 

 Crime Prevention Hub. 

 Operation Naseby - initiative to tackle crime involving firearms. 

 Activities to tackle the varied, and generally seasonal, anti-social behaviour at 

Salford Quays.  
 

Members raised issues, commented on, and noted them, as follows: 
 
(a) What engagement was there with members of the public about knife crime, 

both aimed at tackling it and reducing fears about it? This was something which 

was the subject of a holistic approach and included frequent public relations and press 

release activities. More generally, there was a commitment to improve and enhance 
engagement with local communities. 
 
(b) What policies were in place to tackle the problem of illegal off road use of 
motorcycles? This was a key priority, for which there was a zero-tolerance policy with 

a varied and comprehensive set of initiatives in place to tackle the problem, which was 
recognised as a major concern for local communities across Salford. 
 
(c) What cultural awareness training was given to police officers? In addition to 

the already stated commitment to enhance and build on already long established  

community links, there was a statutory requirement for all police offices to receive such 
training, this was often complimented by bespoke training in recognition of the very 
individual cultural identities different areas of Salford often had. 

 
(e) Details were sought on activities to tackle anti-social behaviour. These were 

duly provided, which were extensive and varied. 
 
(f) What activities were being employed to tackle parcel theft from domestic 

properties? This was a growing problem with the increase in online shopping. It was 

best dealt with by raising awareness and encouraging a more vigilant and common 

sense approach. Seeking the co-operation of management companies in terms of 
having robust measures in place in terms of security and access to flatted properties, 
was also beneficial. 

 
(g) What guidelines and policies existed in terms of “Stop and Search”? There 

were robust policies in terms of the use of “Stop and Search”, both nationally and 
locally. Generally, in the GMP area, it was a policing tool which was always used 
sparingly and with restraint. In addition, there had been specific engagement with the 

Salford Youth Council about the rationale around the use of “Stop and Search” as it 
was often young people who found themselves the subject of it. 
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(h) What improvements had been made following criticism about GMP’s 
response to victims of crime? Following a HMIC (His Majesty’s Inspectorate of 

Constabulary) review, which had been particularly critical of GMP in this regard, 
policies and practices had been comprehensively overhauled, including the 

introduction of a Victims Code of Conduct,  which set out the legal obligations the 
police had in responding to victims of crime. Responses, particularly the associated 
timescales for these, had improved significantly as a consequence.   

 
RESOLVED:  (1) THAT the presentation be noted, and thanks be extended to GMP 

officers in Salford  in continuing to provide a quality policing service for the residents 
of Salford. 
 

             (2) THAT the Panel be provided with statistical information on the use 
of “Stop and Search” measures, particularly the ethnicity of those who were a subject 

of it, together with data to provide a comparison of its use at a national level with that 
locally in Salford. 
 

6. NEIGHBOURHOOD RESILIENCE FORUMS (NRFs) UPDATE 
 

David Thomas, Marie Shields, Andrew Meadows and Vincent Nash all provided 
updates with regard to the key issues for their respective following neighbourhood 
areas in Salford and how these were being addressed : 

 

 Eccles, Barton and Winton, Higher Irlam, Peel Green, Cadishead and Lower 

Irlam (Southwest) 

 The Quays, Ordsall, Pendleton and Charlestown, Claremont, Weaste and 

Seedley (Southeast) 

 East Salford Neighbourhood and Swinton and Pendlebury (Northeast) 

 Little Hulton, Walkden, Boothstown, Worsley and Westwood Park (Northwest) 

 
Members raised issues, commented on, and noted them, as follows: 

 
(a) Thanks was extended for all the work being undertaken in the respective 
neighbourhood areas. 

 
(b) Particular reference was made to the successful use of CCTV in tackling 

crime and anti-social behaviour in the Broughton ward. 

 
(c) There had recently been a significant improvement in the level and 

effectiveness of community policing across all areas of Salford, which was 
welcomed. Conversely, concerns still existed with the accuracy of data due to 

ongoing IT issues with GMP’s recording methods. It was reported the new GMP 

recording system as now operational, so it as hoped improvements would soon be 
seen in this regard. 

 
(d) What were the attendance rates for local residents at NRF meetings? These 

were generally good, though obviously varied between areas and even within them. A 
key priority remained encouraging and improving local resident attendance. 
Attendance by representatives of social housing providers in the City, was also good.  
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(e) It was suggested there was not a consistent approach across Salford to 
tracking the progress and outcome of agreed NRF actions. NRFs generally met 

fortnightly and while there may be some differences between areas, they generally 
operated the to the same model with a strong focus on partnership working and a 

variety of agencies making up their respective memberships.  
 
(f) Promoting community health, and the role of NRFs in this, was a valuable but 

ultimately underfunded resource/activity. There also needed to be a focus on 
developing links in this regard with adjoining neighbourhood areas to optimise 

impact and resources. It was reported this would be raised with the Director of Public 

Health. 
 
(g) Concern was expressed that NRFs were under resourced, with the bulk of 
work as a result often falling to staff in the Neighbourhood Management Teams. 

As indicated before, the ethos of NRFs was one of partnership working and its 
equitable distribution, nevertheless resources were finite and had to be balanced  
against current local authority and public sector budgetary restraints.  

 
RESOLVED:  THAT the presentation be noted, and thanks be extended to the 

members of the Neighbourhood Management Teams in continuing to provide quality 
services and support to the residents of Salford. 
 

7. ELECTIONS ACT 2022 AND VOTER ID 
 

Jacqui Russell gave a presentation providing an overview of the Elections Act 2022, 
particularly the requirement for Voter ID and the implications of these, which focussed 
on the following key themes: 

 

 Background: 

o polls impacted 
o main focuses of the Act 

 Voter identification 

 Voter Authority Certificates 

 Accessibility 

 Postal voting 

 EU Citizens voting and candidacy rights 

 Overseas electors 

 Public awareness 

 Salford preparation 
 

Members raised issues, commented on, and noted them, as follows: 
 
(a) Concerns were expressed at the additional work the proposals of the Act 

would create for local authorities in administering, and H.M. Government 
needed to provide the necessary financial resources for this. These concerns  

were shared by other local authorities and collective representations were already 
being to H.M. Government on this. While additional “new burden” funding was being 
made available it was unlikely this would meet the full cost of additional services local 

councils would have to provide. 
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(b) Issues were raised regarding the personal safety of polling station staff, who 
would have to deal with voters who were unaware, or objected to the new ID 

requirements, and became abusive, or violent, because of being refused a vote. 

The need to ensure the personal safety of staff was paramount, appropriate training 

would be provided to them, both in terms of the new ID requirements required under 
the Act and dealing with aggrieved voters. The possible need for an increased GMP 
presence at polling stations was also currently being examined, along with the use of 

private security staff. 
 
(c) There was a need for a communications campaign to raise public awareness 
of the changes to voting procedures arising from the Act and H.M. Government 
needed to make funding available for this at a local level as well as doing so 

themselves at a nationally. This was recognised and representations already being 

made. 

 
(d) It was asked what rights voters had, who refused to provide the necessary 
ID? No definitive answer had been provided on this, and if it was not resolved before 

forthcoming May 2023 elections, it was likely there would be legal challenges by such 
persons who had been refused a vote. 

 
(e) Clarification was sought on implications for postal votes, overseas voters 
and anonymous voters. All of which was duly provided. 

 
(f) Was the Salford City Council Elections Team equipped with the necessary 

resources to meet the challenges the proposals of the Act presented? The full 

impact was difficult to quantify and constantly being assessed. An additional full-time 
member of staff had already been employed on a temporary basis to assist with the 

additional workload. 
 
(g) What was the likely number of people who were expected to apply for Voter 
Authority Certificates? Again, this was difficult to accurately gauge in Salford, but 

nationally it was thought such persons represented 6% of the population. 

 
(h) It was suggested there needed to be a particular focus on raising awareness 

of the new ID requirements with those sections of the electorate where low voter 
turnout was common. It was recognised this was an issue and needed to be 

addressed as part of wider the communications strategy. Salford City Council were in 

regular meetings with other Greater Manchester local authorities on the introduction 
of the proposals and the challenges they faced as a result. These concerns were also 

shared by The Electoral Commission and The Local Government Association, who 
similarly were raising these with H.M. Government. 
 

RESOLVED:  (1) THAT the presentation be noted. 
 

                       (2) THAT the Panel note and echo the concerns raised with regard to 
the additional resource implications the proposals of the Election Act 2022 present for 
Salford City Council and in turn for H.M. Government to provide the necessary funding 

for. 
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8. WORK PROGRAMME 2022/23 

 
Members considered the Panel’s Work Programme for 2022/23.  

 
 
RESOLVED: (1) THAT the Panel’s Work Programme for 2022/23, be noted. 

 
  (2) THAT (a) the findings of the independent third party review into water 

safety and unauthorised swimming at Salford Quays as commissioned by the City 
Mayor and (b) the update on waste contract performance and future recycling 
strategies (postponed from 19 September 2022), be both, if possible, submitted to the 

meeting of the Panel to be held on 20 March 2023. 
 

9. DATE OF NEXT MEETING 
 
It was noted that the next meeting of the Panel would be held on Monday, 16 January 

2022, commencing at 2.00 pm.  
 

Waste contract performance and future recycling strategies  
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Salford City Council Recycling of 

Metals Scheme

 By Barry Ellis Bereavement Services Manager
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Salford City Council Bereavement 

Services Crematoria

 Agecroft Crematorium 

-Opened 1957

-Carried out over 73100 Cremations

- Average 700 services a year 

 Peel Green  Crematorium 

- Opened 1955

- Carried out over 59700  Cremations 

- Average 1200 services a year

 Staff   3 Crematorium Technicians, 1 Apprentice. 

 Additional multiskilled staff within the service if require (pandemic etc)
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Recycling of Metals scheme

Update  
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Cremation Process
Following a Cremation 

Cremated remains contain Metals

Staples 

Nails

Metal Handles

 Orthopaedic implants such as hip and 
knee replacement joints.
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Cremation Process
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Metals are separated from Cremated 

remains in a dignified way
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Metals after separation process
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In the Past

Metals removed from the cremation process 
classed as Waste.(Albeit very sensitive 
material)

Bereaved had never expressed any desire 
for its return to them.

Buried in cemetery Grounds 

Not good for environment 
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Recycling of Metals Scheme
The Beginning 

2005/2006 ICCM embarked on first national 

scheme.

First yield of recycled metals raise £15,000

2007 5 different Charities received donations 

Chosen by the ICCM
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Recycling of Metals Scheme
The Benefits 

Not wasting valuable burial space

Better for the environment 

Money generated goes to good causes
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Recycling of Metals Scheme

 Pick up by OrthoMetals

 Sorting and result per site

 Transfer accumulated results

 Determination donation amount

 Nomination by crematoria

 Charity checked by ICCM

 Payment to charity
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Recycling of Metals Scheme

Transparency  

 ICCM regulate the scheme. 

 Families must be given the option to have the 
metals returned.

Consent to recycle metal is required by 
signature of the family/applicant.

Metals weighed and recorded at each 
crematorium. 
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Recycling of Metals Scheme

Safeguards
 OrthoMetals Not for profit (cover costs)

 All funds  raised go to Charity

 Members nominate 

-Salford Liaison Group

-Friends of Salford Cemetery Trust

-Bereavement Services Staff 

 Charities must be Bereavement Related

 Charity checked by ICCM

 Transfer to charities

 External nominations
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2013 Salford City Council Join the Scheme
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Milestones 

2007 £15,000 

2013 Salford City Council Join the Scheme

2020 £1,000.000

July 2022  £15,000.000

Donated to UK Bereavement Charities 
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Recycling of Metals Scheme

Donations

Over 2,200 donations

 600 + different charities

Nearly 350 single donations
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£82,000 donated to Local Charities 

Year Charity Amount

2017 St Ann's Hospice £                            5,000.00 

2017 The Lullaby Trust £                            5,000.00 

2018 Salford Age Concern £                            5,000.00 

2018 Salford Royal Macmillan £                            5,000.00 

2019 Salford Heart Care £                            7,000.00 

2020 Once upon a Smile £                            8,000.00 

2020 Bereavement by Suicide £                          10,000.00 

2021 Broughton House £                          10,000.00 

2022 St Annes £                          15,000.00 

2022 Once upon a Smile £                          12,000.00 

Grand Total £  82,000.00 
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Salford Heart Care 2019 
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St Anne’s Hospice 2022  
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Once Upon a Smile 2020
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Broughton House 2021
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 Part 1 - Open to the Public 
 

ITEM NO. 

 

 
 

REPORT OF  
STRATEGIC DIRECTOR PLACE  

 
 

TO  
CORPORATE MANAGEMENT TEAM,  

LEAD MEMBER FOR ENVIRONMENT AND COMMUNITY SAFETY and 
COMMUNITY AND NEIGHOURHOODS SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 

 

 
 

TITLE: Salford City Council’s Emergency Planning and Business Continuity 
approach – Update report 

 
1. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
1.1. The following be noted: 

 The enhanced resilience to Salford City Councils (SCC) emergency 
planning and response capability from 2021 to 2022. 

 The robust program of continuous maintenance, learning and 
improvement in place. 

 The breadth of incidents dealt with by SCC and the learning identified in 
2021 and 2022. 

 The forward plan for 2023 

 Continuous improvement cycle for Business Continuity Planning. 
 
 
2. PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND 

 
2.1 This report provides an update on progress made, key challenges 

experienced and future priorities for the Emergency Planning and Business 
Continuity lead and Greater Manchester Resilience Unit (GMRU) in relation to 
emergency preparedness and business continuity management in SCC.   

 
2.2 In March 2020, work primarily focused on the rapidly escalating response to 

the unprecedented global pandemic and the emerging risks it presented, 
whilst simultaneously implementing cross council structures to enable the 
effective and efficient cross organisational response management to the 
pandemic and concurrent risks. Following the relaxation of pandemic 
restrictions and an end to Government measures; key work has taken place to 
reflect changes in SCC plans, processes, and structure, whilst simultaneously 
capturing and incorporating key information and learning for prompt re-
activation, if required, or learning for future pandemic incidents. The key 
priority at present is the response being collated and submitted to the COVID-
19 Inquiry.   
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2.3 Work also continued to focus on strengthening and embedding emergency 

response structures, processes, and systems across SCC, whilst aligning 
them to existing and emerging Greater Manchester and National structures. 
 

2.4 This report provides an overview of the key activities that illustrate our 
emergency preparedness and business continuity arrangements.  

 
 

3 Emergency Planning and Response 
 
3.1 Emergency Plans, Guidance and Priority Work  
 

The following plans and guidance documents have been created, reviewed, 
and updated in 2022.  

 Review of the Annual Civil Contingencies RAG assessment - The 
assessment tool provides an assessment and on-going monitoring of 
Salford City Council’s contingency arrangements and preparedness which 
are required a local level. It takes a detailed look at the command-and-
control arrangements, roles and structures, emergency plans, guidance 
and supporting documents, training and exercise, capabilities, 
competency, and access to resources required to deliver the role 
effectively and confidently. SCC scored Green on all aspects of 
preparedness.  

 

 Review of the SCC Contacts and Capabilities guide - which contains all 
the internal and external emergency contact numbers for the Council, has 
been reviewed, updated, and further enhanced to include additional 
essential contacts.  

 

 Salford Multi-Agency Flood Plan - was reviewed in line with the new 
DEFRA National Guidance on Multi-Agency Flood Plans, which are 
tactical plans required for each local authority area. The plan draws on 
both national and local best practice and retains key pertinent local 
information and structures, facilitating escalation if required. Key learning 
was taken from Storm Christoph, a major flooding event in January 2021, 
Storm Franklin and Storm Eunice in January 2022. The Salford Flood 
Basin activation protocols were also reviewed.   

 

 SCC Emergency Response and Recovery Plan – has been reviewed and 
aligned to the GM generic template to ensure continuity, best practice and 
lessons identified have been incorporated. The plan details the process in 
place to activate, respond to and deploy staff and resources in support of 
any incident or emergency in the city. It also sets out the key roles and 
responsibilities of those officers who may be deployed in response to an 
incident and provides information for Strategic, Tactical and Operational 
(Forward Incident Officer) responders. The related information has been 
validated and refreshed.  
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 Barton Moss Secure Care Home – Barton Moss is a 20 bed Secure Care 
Unit managed by SCC Children’s Services. Barton Moss Head of 
Service, GMRU and Business Continuity (BC) Champion for Education 
have developed a new Business Continuity plan for Barton Moss which 
ensures the facility is prepared for and can continue to operate even 
when faced with significant disruption to business-as-usual service 
levels.  
 

 On Site Emergency Flood Plan, Blackleach Reservoir – a response plan 
defining the roles and responsibilities for SCC in the event of an incident 
involving a reservoir has been developed and an exercise to validate the 
plan is in development, scheduled for 14th December 2022. In April 2021 
a letter was received from Rebecca Pow, MP, Parliamentary under 
Secretary of State and Department for Environment, Food and Rural 
Affairs. Letter advised ‘it is now legal requirement for all undertakers to 
prepare a flood plan in England for which they are responsible. The 
purpose of this Direction is to require a robust and current on-site 
emergency flood plans in place for all registered reservoirs in England.  
 

 GM Sheltering Evacuees (Reception Centre) Plan – A full review of all 
SCC reception center capability was conducted which looked at each 
facilities ability to continue to provide an option for shelter in the event of 
an emergency in line with GM Sheltering Evacuees Plan. 17 confirmed 
Reception Centers spread across the borough with varying ranges of 
capability and capacity. 3 from the previous year have since closed.  

 

 Greater Manchester Emergency Plans SCC via GMRU have fed into 
several plan reviews throughout 2022 including:  

 GM Managing Excess Deaths Plan – invoked when there is an 
increase likelihood of excess forecast deaths occurring, to ensure 
the increase of pressure placed on local systems can be supported.   

 GM Widespread Failure of Electrical Infrastructure Plan – 
provides guidance, prioritization, command and control structures 
for the event of a significant and prolonged power supply disruption.  

 Offsite Reservoir Plan - Provides a framework of procedures to 
facilitate a co-ordinated multi-agency response to the off-site 
consequences of a potential or actual dam breach at a reservoir 
which could impact Greater Manchester (GM) 

 GM Generic Response Plan - Set out the response arrangements 
of emergency responders to an emergency or other major incident 
within Greater Manchester that requires multi-agency co-
ordination. 

 Radiation (REPPIR) Plan - establishes a framework of emergency 
preparedness measures to ensure that members of the public are: 
Properly informed and prepared, in advance, about what to do in 
the unlikely event of a radiation emergency occurring. Provided with 
information if a radiation emergency occurs. 
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4. PARTNERSHIP ENGAGEMENT  
 

In addition to developing and reviewing plans, SCC has actively engaged 
internally and with partners frequently to enhance communication, manage 
emerging risks and develop city/GM wide systems mitigating negative impacts 
on Salford residents. The groups review concurrent risks such as adverse 
weather impacts for example.  
 

 Business Continuity Champions are all the directorate Business Continuity 
leads from distinct departments within the council that meet looking at the 
risks and threats through a Business Continuity lens on a quarterly schedule. 
This provides a forum for learning, information sharing and accountability for 
updating BIAs/BCPS, whilst also understanding and reviewing risks and 
embedding and enhancing Business Continuity arrangements.  
 

 Salford Resilience Forum (SRF): The resilience forum is a multi-agency forum 
established to collectively understand local and pertinent risk profile, work in 
collaboration to mitigate impact through information and intelligence sharing, 
developing new systems, validating internal and cross organisational plans 
whilst enhancing shared preparedness, competency and capability. The SRF 
meets quarterly. The forums are usually centred around a specific risk and a 
tabletop exercise.  
 

 Greater Manchester Police Gold/Strategic Planning meetings: SCC 
Emergency Planning representatives regularly attend planning meetings with 
MA partners often chaired by GMP when an event has been identified as 
posing a potential risk. These meetings ensure all partners are fully prepared, 
information is shared, and effective response structures are established 
should they be required.  
 

 Salford Strategic Flood Forum: Meets every 6months and provides a forum to 
discuss and prepare the risk and mitigations in place for a major flooding 
event. It captures lessons learnt and actions attributed following the boxing 
day floods in 2015 whilst also combining input from SCC, GMRU, partner 
agencies and the local community.  
 

5. TRAINING AND EXERCISE 
 
           To provide opportunities for staff at all levels to further develop skills in a safe 

learning environment, embed confidence, and expertise to respond effectively 
and efficiently when incidents occur. The Training and Exercise Audit tool was 
reviewed to highlight the range of training and exercise opportunities on call 
officers need access too. The audit tool analysis assists in capturing training 
needs and informing the training and exercise program developed for the 
current and following year.  

 
           In addition, a range of training and exercise virtual events have been held, 

both on an internal (SCC only) and multi-agency platform. The following 
exercises have taken place:  
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Internal 
 

 Regular Forward Incident Officer ‘Keep in Touch’ sessions are organized, 
these sessions provide an opportunity to run through recent incident 
experiences and learning identified, discuss current and emerging themes 
and work through tabletop scenarios.  

 

 Forward Incident Officer (FIO) sessions were delivered on a one-to-one 
basis to new forward Incident officers. The FIO were also provided with 
specific plans, guidance documents, and Personal Protective Equipment 
(PPE) to enable them to deliver their role.  

 

 Introduction to GMRU – New on call officers have a one to one with their 
Emergency Planning Business Partner who provides them with an overview 
of the GMRU role and how they can support, how they can be 
accessed/activated and what expertise they bring. 

 

 Tactical (Silver) Briefing Sessions delivered on a one-to-one basis with new 
officers. Tactical Officers were also provided with strategic and Tactical 
plans and guidance documents.  

 

 Strategic (Gold) Briefing Sessions were delivered on a one-to-one basis 
with new officers, including the Chief Executive, and all officers were 
provided with strategic specific plans and guidance documents.  
 

 Salford CVS Reception Centre Training – delivered in October this was an 
in-person workshop at the Beacon Centre attended by Salford CVS, 
Welfare Coordinators and Forward Incident Officers. Overview of the 
Sheltering Evacuees Plan including the distinct types of Reception Centres, 
operational and management requirements for effectively running a 
Reception Centre and wider capabilities, including, humanitarian 
assistance. This was provided with an opportunity to test the plan by 
establishing a Reception Centre at Beacon Centre.   

 

 Functional Officer Training – This training provides council services with an 
understanding of the GM Command and Control Structures, roles, and 
responsibilities within local authority and how service leads can support with 
their subject matter expertise. Other on call officers have been retained in 
the council and utilised to support in an emergency, such as Highways, 
Environment, Building Control, IT and Social Care. In addition, SCVS have 
retained volunteer coordination on call officers. These roles are referred to 
as Functional Officers. A training session for the Senior Ranger is 
scheduled for December. 

 
Multi-Agency  

 
Multi Agency Flood Plan Exercise – facilitated by GMRU, this Multi-Agency 
tabletop exercise was delivered to ensure the reviewed plan was embedded. It 
was an opportunity for all stakeholders to get a shared understanding of the 
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roles and responsibilities and it validate the command & control structures that 
may be required.  
 
Salford Basin - No Notice Flooding Exercise – this live play exercise was 
delivered in August. Facilitated by GMRU it provided SCC and partner 
agencies including GMP and EA, to test the Multi Agency Flood Plan, 
specifically the operational activation protocols for the Salford Flood Basin. 
Significant learning was identified, and a repeat exercise is scheduled for 8th 
December 2022.  
  

Control of Major Accident Hazards (COMAH) Salford has several upper and 
lower tier COMAH sites that could catastrophically impact the city. The 
sessions aim to test current plans, ensure improvements, and provide an 
opportunity to test local arrangements. Salford has participated in two upper 
tiers (Considered to be more potentially hazardous) COMAH exercises this 
year which include. 
 

 BOC COMAH Exercise: BOC are are the only supplier of medical gas in the 
country supplying hospitals as well as holding other gases on site,  
 

 Valtris Specialty Chemicals: Valtris Specialty Chemicals Site houses a 
diversified manufacturing and research centre and is a chemical additive 
supplier for the PVC and polymer industries.  The Site also houses 
administrative and business management functions for the European 
Organisation and is located on the northern bank of the Manchester Ship 
Canal (MSC).  It is the only manufacturing Site for Valtris Specialty Chemicals 
in the UK.  
 
Test of on call activation GMRU regularly test SCC control room and by 
extension our on-call officers by conducting no notice activation exercises. We 
have successfully responded to all these tests.  
 
Avian Flu Response – A large influx of bird flu effecting wild and farmed birds 
transitioning in from migrating breeds. Avian Flu Plan Briefed to LAs in GM 
and learning from incidents in other LRFs shared. 
 
Covid 19 inquiry - The Inquiry is being led by Rt Hon Baroness Heather Hallett 
DBE and will examine, consider, and report on preparations and the response 
to the pandemic in England, Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland. GMRU 
have been supporting SCC collate their responses and have provided the GM 
perspective. Part 1 of the questionnaire was submitted by local authorities on 
Monday 21st November.  

 
 

6.  ON-CALL OFFICERS  
 
This section outlines our on-call establishment including enhancements and 
changes that have been made to our on-call complement. Ideally an on-call 
complement should consist of between 6 and 10 officers. This provides the 
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optimum number of officers on a balanced rotation. It prevents skill fade due to 
lack of exposure and the risk of burn out due to over exposure. 

 

 Strategic Officers historically have been any council officer that sits on the 
Corporate Management Team (CMT) The current number of Strategic 
Officers stands at 9, meaning these officers are on call a minimum of 1 in 
every 9 weeks (less when others are on leave etc) and for this reason it is 
recommended that the current Strategic Officers are retained.  
 

 Tactical Officers are all Assistant Directors (ADs) in the council and we 
currently have a complement of 14 (although one is yet to be on the rota 
due to the time they commenced employment with SCC) meaning officers 
are on call a minimum of 1 in every 13 weeks, and will be 1 in 14 weeks 
when the new officer joins the rota.  

 

 Forward Incident Officers (FIOs) are council employees recruited 
specifically to the role and given an on-call payment. We currently have a 
complement of 9. Meaning they will be on call a minimum of 1 in every 9 
weeks. 

 

 Public Health on call - This rota was made up of the DPH, Deputy DPH, 
ADs in PH and the Head of Service (HoS) for Health Protection and was in 
place during the covid pandemic emergency.  This rota has now been stood 
down with all the on call officers (with the exception of the Head of Health 
Protection) reverting to their original on call duties of either a Strategic or 
Tactical Officer  

 

 Communications on call officers are now in receipt of an on-call payment 
(the same as the FIOs) in recognition of the importance of communications 
in responding to emergencies and the number of times communications 
support in an emergency is required. There are 7 officers on this on call 
rota.  

 

 Welfare Coordinators: The Welfare coordinator is newly established role for 
2022 and provides a key welfare coordination function to individuals that are 
displaced/impacted during an incident/emergency. In the past SCC has 
activated the coordinators on a best endeavour’s basis, however the 
number of coordinators available has reduced and the requirement of the 
role is imperative to enable prompt activation of support and resources. We 
currently have a rota of 10 Welfare Coordinators on a 1 in 10 rotation. A job 
description, recruitment process and initial training was developed and 
provided to each of the coordinators. They continue to develop in their role 
through active engagement and combined training and exercise.  

 
7.  INCIDENTS IN 2022 
 

An incident and action log continues to be utilized to monitor activity and 
identify areas of learning and good practice. Where gaps are identified, plans 
and procedures are updated, systems are enhanced, training is provided to 
ensure response occurs in a timely and effective manner. The following 
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incidents have taken place since January 2022. All incidents were responded 
to effectively and efficiently. All incidents are notified to a relevant councilor’s 
(ward and portfolio holders), MPs and officers.   

 
GM responses Salford was involved in: 
 

Date of Incident  Incidents and Events overview  

9th Sept 2022 Operation London Bridge – Response to the death of senior 
royal. Op Bridge plan activated and LAs supported across GM.  

17th July 2022  Queens Baton Relay – QBR relay preceding the opening of the 
Birmingham 2022 Commonwealth Games. 

15th July 2022  Extreme Heat – GM pre-emptive response to a Heatwave 
including SCG.  

25th May 2022  Monkey Pox - an increase of monkeypox cases in the UK.  

5th May 2022  Local Elections – AJ Bell Stadium – Op Prime put in place to 
support GM.  

3rd April 2022  
 

Manchester Marathon  

18th March 2022  Support for Ukrainian Refugees  

20th February 
2022  

Storm Franklin - period of high winds impacting across GM 

18th February 
2022  

Storm Eunice – period of high winds and rain impacting across 
GM.  
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Salford Incidents (some are duplicative with above) 
 

07/06/2021 Fire - Manchester 
Rd, Little Hulton 

GMFRS, GMP and SCC Highways in attendance. Manchester Rd was closed in both directions, and 
Highfield Rd. Manchester Rd W was reopened late in the evening. Fire service noticed a burst water 
main on Highfield Rd, informed UU to attend and fix.  

End Aug 21 Afghanistan 
Evacuation 

Coordinate Salford response to evacuation and then ongoing holding hotel status 

09/09/2021 Thunderstorm 
Related Flooding 

Road flooded (and a couple of properties) due to amount of rain in short space of time due to 
thunderstorm.  Control room and highways responded 

19.09.21 Fire, Highfield Rd, 
Little Hulton 

Fire was brought under control, no risk of spread to buildings, no significant smoke after incident. 
GMFRS left site when visibly extinguished but periodically checked for flare ups.  

30.09.21 Peel Green Road 
flooding two 
locations. 

GMFRS, FIO, Highways and Environment all attended and reversed flooding (gullies / manholes) 
and cleared debris 

03.10.21 Climate change 
protest banner on 
bridge over Irwell in 
Salford 

Climate change protest banner on bridge over Irwell in Salford, all bridges checked and banner 
removed  

04.10.21 Fire Cannon Street. The building is street side secured. Building control visiting on 05.10.21 to see if any other action to 
secure is required. 

11.10.21 Sinkhole Cadishead,  GMFRS activated FIO. United utilities reps have been active in the area dealing with a sewer. FIO 
confirmed that the sewer pipe runs beneath the property and it is anticipated leakage from this sewer 
that has caused the sink hole in front garden of property. The sink hole extends to pedestrian path 
and highway and has also destabilised a nearby BT telegraph pole. BT contacted re telegraph pole. 
Highways activated to attend scene.  Property owner has been advised to stay in rear of property by 
fire service. Sink hole being back filled and being made safe by utilities company on site. Highways 
have authorised this work. BT on site and they have confirmed that this approach will secure the 
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telegraph pole . Further inspection and potential work will be assessed in the morning and the 
household were informed. 

31.10.21 Unexploded Device 
Swinton  

Call received to contact GMFRS. Unexploded device found. Houses within 50 metres have been 
evacuated. Everyone has left, possibly all gone to family friends in the area. Call from GMP to say 
the device has now been detonated and everyone can return to their homes. 

01.11.21 Device Found - 
Swinton  

Call from SCC control , a “Device” has been found, a 100m cordon has been put in place which has 
meant approx. 70/80 displaced. Most have taken shelter in a nearby restaurant and the army are on 
their way. Spoke to GMP at the scene to clarify the situation. Short term option – Stay in the 
restaurant (Spoke to staff who contacted the owner to confirm). Longer term option – Look to open 
Swinton Gateway, Foyer community rooms. 

Further update from GMP that the device was a hand grenade which was discovered after a call to a 
property, Officer in charge at the scene confirmed all the residents in the restaurant are safe and well 
and also that the Army are approx. 50 mins away. 

Call from GMP device safely de activated and residents returned to their homes  

11/15/2021 power outage 
m5,m6,m7 

power outage occurred afternoon affecting circa 9,000 properties.  Scc not activated for assistance 
but were receiving enquires from cllrs, officials.  Did a notification to neighbourhood area and liaised 
with Electricity Northwest 

11/23/2021 possible avian flu 
outbreak 

notified of possible flu outbreak in M28 area, bird keeper keeps 50 doves, 10 have died, and half of 
those remaining are showing symptoms.  Investigations ongoing 

12/14/2021 Housefire, Irlam Home is ForHousing (HA),  

Fire brigade on scene and fire put out 

Home uninhabitable 
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Household - mum and 2 children (aged 11 and 18) safe and being comforted by neighbours 

Fire service / tenant contacted For Housing 

I have separately contacted For Housing and they are sending someone out 

Fire service have contacted British Red Cross to ensure timely support for household 

I am not required to attend scene 

1/31/2022 Unresponsive Male 
Body Found 

(M) Major Incident Declared by GMP & NWAS 

(E) exact location: Clowes Park (M7 4EN) 

(T) Type of incident: Unresponsive Male Body Found 

(H) Hazards: No Hazards 

(A) Access: Multiple Access Points, From mapping Brantwood Road seems best. 

(N) Number of casualties: 1 Casualty 
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(E) Emergency services : Multiple GMP & NWAS units in attendance. 

  

GMP have requested the City Councils assistance to secure all access points to the Park. This has 
been completed. 

Due to the nature of the incident the park will be temporarily closed to allow GMP to undertake there 
required investigation work. 

19+20/02/22 Flood warnings-
Storm Franklin 

Storm Franklin caused flood warnings in various areas including river Irwell. Officers observed the 
situation .  Various agencies involved. 

3/19/2022 Grenades found Trafford Bronze request for 2 dozen sandbags for an incident they are dealing with currently 
regarding x2 Grenades in a canal. It is on the canal bank near to Thomas Street Stretford. It is 
currently between a footbridge and a railway bridge. The grenade is probably viable, as it has been 
viewed by an inspector who is ex-army.  

05/11/2022 Deer Deer in road shepherded to an alleyway.  advised not for EP system and to be dealt with in day light 
hours 

5/25/2022 Fire at property Fire at property causing cracked windows to adjoining properties.  FIO passed to NM to liaise with 
housing providers in BAU hours 

5/25/2022 Op eider Firearms found close to SCFC and 15/20 properties.  properties evacuated as a result and some 
welfare support required 

06/11/2022 fire fire Eccles.  this property and other affected properties (5 in total) require securing.  passed to for 
housing as are there properties 
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6/13/2022 explosives potential explosive device Irlam, sandbags required and 50 properties evacuated.  residents sent to 
restaurant for drinks and food - around 20 in attendance.  remained there until removal and safe to 
go back home 

6/16/2022 fire fire at Cricket Club changing rooms - needs resecuring, a follow up from building control and 
notification to members 

6/20/2022 fire fire St Marys Road. for housing properties - passed to them to deal with affected residents due to 
activation of sprinklers 

07/03/2022 sprinkler system 
activated 

sprinkler system set off by accident, GMFRS required for housing details and for them to attend to 
reset the system. 

17/07/2022 quays - hot weather -  contacted by GMFRS and GMP to inform of incident at quays of 15 yr old boy reported missing in 
Ontario basin 

08/10/2022 fire - derelict 
property 

contacted by GMFRS re fire at derelict prop.  established landlord and asked to secure 

08/10/2022 fire - skip on A57 contacted by GMFRS re skip on fire on route to recycling centre.  skip moved off vehicle, put out and 
put on side street 

08/09/2022 
- 
20/09/2022 

op london bridge 
activated 

protocol to be followed 

09/12/2022 spillage near uni Numerous council services involved. briefed on hazardous data sheets re clean up and PPE, 2 road 
sweepers sent, highways drain pumpage, EA informed 

19/09/2022 fire buile hill  requesting re securing and long terms security measures 

01/10/2022 carbon monoxide 
leak swinton 

requesting housing tenure info - confirmed for housing property and called out for housing 
emergency on call 
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SCC have regularly supported multi-agency tactical and operational planning 
meetings for events taking place or protests which resulted in significant 
disruption in other cities. Local response and management were jointly 
coordinated, proportionate, and risks were mitigated.  

            
Following incidents where learning is evident and following exercises and 
training sessions, each participant from all levels is requested to complete a 
debrief form which facilitates capturing incident/scenario specific learning and 
good practice. Any identified learning is captured onto a learning log and 
amendments are made to structures, plans and processes as part of 
continuous improvement and risk mitigation measures.  

 
8.  PLANNING APPLICATION SUPORT  
 

Support was provided for the emergency preparedness of planning 
applications. Due to the flood history of the ‘Mocha parade’ location and the 
establishment of the two flood basins in the vicinity, support has been 
provided to the Development Team on various iterations of the Flood 
Emergency Plan developed to support the Singleton Clamp and Partners 
Limited (SCP) application for the Lidl Mocha Parade development. Ensuring 
the emergency response considerations and activities, role and 
responsibilities were captured. 

 
9.  WORK UNDERWAY 
 

 Identification of Vulnerable People A List of list exercise and training 
program is in development and will be rolled out in 2023.  

 Continually review of the on-call structures to ensure resilience.  

 Continually training and exercising to ensure core competencies are 
maintained.  

 LRF innovation Pilot with the thinklab at Salford University and SCC to 
develop a interactive mapping tool that supports Emergency Response and 
Risk Assessment – RISE/RESIDE & TIDE.  
  

10.  FUTURE TRAINING AND EXERCISE EVENTS PLANNED  
 
Strategic/Tactical/Operational combined exercise  
A power outage scenario exercise facilitated by GMRU is being developed to 
test the council's plans and contingencies in the event of a major, prolonged 
power outage incident. Further guidance is being sought at the national level.  
 
Ex Mariana – Cyber Attack tabletop exercise Dec 2022 & January 2023  
Lessons learnt from a real-life scenario that impacted Copeland Borough 
Council, this exercise will test the LA preparedness from a Cyber Attack with 
the opportunity to review the recommendations from services directly affected 
by the real thing. This exercise is being run twice, firstly at the Salford 
Resilience Forum in December for Multi Agency Partners and again in 
January 2023 at the Salford Business Continuity Forum.  
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Control Room JESIP Training GMRU have facilitated Joint Emergency Service 
Interoperability Principal Training for Control Room Operatives ensuring there 
is a shared understanding of the common language used and how information 
is collated and shared. 

 
11.  PLANNED GUIDANCE /PLAN DEVELOPMENT 

 

 High Rise Tower Block Guidance – A review of the current guidance is 
being undertaken by GMRU in collaboration with the SCC housing 
providers, Salix, Pendleton Together and City West. The Guidance is a 
resource for Emergency Duty Officers which highlights key risks and 
provides a snapshot of critical information pertinent for making quick 
decisions in the event of an incident at a high-rise tower block in the 
borough, Following the Grenfell Tower Fire Incident, all High-Rise 
Properties were assessed for cladding. All properties owned by Salix 
Homes and Pendleton Together have confirmed that remedial works have 
been completed to remove cladding at their sites. Further information is 
being collated to gain a broader perspective from the private sector.  
 

 Identification of Vulnerable People - A full review of the how SCC identifies 
its most Vulnerable people will be conducted in 2023 with processes and 
best practice embedded from incidents and lessons learnt.  

 

 Vol 2 Manchester Arena Inquiry: Emergency Response - Following the 
release of volume 2 of the Manchester Arena Enquiry: Emergency 
Response, the findings are being reviewed by the Greater Manchester 
Resilience Forum. Once the review has taken place any learning impacting 
Local Authorities will be incorporated into existing plans and guidance.  

 

 GM Evacuation Guidance - Following completion and signing off from 
RPLG/ROG of the scheduled GM Evacuation Guidance template, A plan for 
SCC highlighting local information, iconic at-risk sites and agreements is in 
the process of being developed. 

   

 SCC Reception Centre Plan - Following the sign off from RPLG of the GM 
Sheltering Evacuees (Reception Centre) Plan template, A plan for SCC 
highlighting local information and agreements is in the process of being 
developed. Where Covid risk assessments were included in the 2020/21 
iterations, this has been removed in line with current Government guidance 
and stored in case of any future requirements 

 
12.  BUSINESS CONTINUITY MANAGEMENT (BCM) 

 
Salford City Council has an embedded Business Continuity Management 
(BCM) system. The continuous improvement cycle ensures the following are 
under consistent review:  
 
 Review of BIAs and BC Plans:  Annual or by exception review of all 

Business Impact Assessment (BIAs) and Business Continuity Plans (BC 
Plan) is recognised best practice adopted by SCC services, coordinated by 
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the Business Continuity Champions (BCC). This information informs the 
Corporate Business impact analysis tool and corporate understanding of 
risks across the council.  

 
 Business Continuity Training: ongoing training and development for BCC is 

provided when necessary. Incidents provide personnel with exposure and 
this learning is shared through the BC Forum. This forum provides an 
opportunity to ask questions, share experiences and develop 
understanding.  

 
 BCM Audit against the National Resilience Standards for LRFs: Purpose of 

the National Resilience Standards for Local Resilience Forums (LRFs) are 
to establish a consistent and progressive means for responder 
organisations to self-assure their capabilities and overall level of readiness 
whilst ensuring continuous improvement against mandatory requirements 
and good practice. In 2021 GMRF requested an assessment of GM’s 
Business Continuity arrangements against the Resilience Standards, this 
will assist in undertaking a gap analysis. SCC have submitted the response 
and in the main have been assessed as green.  

 
13.  VOLUNTEER CO-ORDINATION 

 
SCC in partnership with GMRU and Salford CVS pioneered an approach to 
effectively engage and coordinate the efforts of the local community and 
voluntary sector during emergencies. An approach which has received local, 
GM and national interest and recognized by the National Emergencies 
Partnership for CVS as good practice. This relationship continues to be 
cultivated and developed.  

 
 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:  
 
Civil Contingences Act 2004, SCC Emergency Plan, SCC Business Continuity Plan 
  

 
 
KEY DECISION: NO 

 
 
KEY COUNCIL POLICIES:  
SCC Emergency Response and Recovery Plan 
SCC Business Continuity Plan 

 
 
EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS:  N/A.  Emergency Planning 
and Business Continuity plans apply equally to all residents of Salford. Both plans allow 
for bespoke arrangement to be put in place in response to every incident and this would 
include consideration of how incidents are affecting protected residents and what 
responses to put in place 
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ASSESSMENT OF RISK:  Low  
UK National Threat Level – SUBSTANTIAL – an attack is likely  
 
Emergency Planning and Business Continuity are essential risk management 
measures. The likelihood and impact of an emergency or business interruption in the 
city is high. Having robust plans that set our approach to the response, together with 
regular exercising and training such as those set out in the report reduce the 
likelihood and impact to low. Risks are continuously monitored and reviewed in line 
with the community risk register, at a local level.  

 
 
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by:  N/A there are no legal implications arising out of 
this report.  An emergency or business interruption that is not dealt with effectively 
increases the likelihood of legal action against the Council.  Having robust plans that 
set our approach to the response, together with regular exercising and training such 
as those set out in the report reduce the likelihood of legal action.  

 
 
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: There are no financial implications arising 
out of this report. A previous report to CMT approved a small per annum budget of 
£15,000 to fulfil the Councils emergency planning responsibilities. A one-off budget of 
£8,000 was also approved for business continuity.  

 
 
PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: N/A 
 

 
HR IMPLICATIONS There are no HR implications arising out of this report. FIOs 
have been recruited from the Councils employee pool, and terms and condition and 
payment arrangements approved. Tactical and Strategic officers have a condition in 
their terms and conditions of employment with the council that they will make 
themselves available to be on the emergency planning on call rota. 

 
 
OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED: All Directorates are involved in both 
emergency planning and business continuity. Strategic, Tactical and FIOs across the 
council are regularly trained and kept up to date with developments and changes. All 
Directorates have nominated business continuity champions and they have received 
training and one to one support as well as being kept up to date with developments. 

 
 
CONTACT OFFICER:  
Jeanette Staley Head of Community Safety  
Dominic Sagar GMRU Emergency Planning Business Partner  
TEL NO: 0161 793 2616 

 
 
WARDS TO WHICH REPORT RELATES: All 
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Overview of Food Safety Work

16th January 2023

Julie King & John Snow
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Background
• The food safety work is a statutory 

service consisting of food hygiene and 
food standards and is undertaken within 
Regulatory Services by the 
Environmental Health and Trading 
Standards teams.

• The teams undertake work with 
approximately 2200 registered food 
premises in the city. They carry out food 
hygiene inspections, which includes 
issuing the Food Standards Agency’s 
Food Hygiene Ratings, investigating food 
poisoning complaints, and other matters 
relating to food premises.
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Increase in food registrations
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Food Business complaints
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Food business compliance
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Food hygiene ratings issued
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Food business compliance by ward
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Food business complaints by ward
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Repeat registrations 
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Workstreams & Staffing Structure

• The team has approximately 2200 registered food premises in the city to inspect,

and this includes issuing Food Hygiene Ratings, investigating food poisoning

complaints, and other matters relating to food premises.

• Review Licensing applications

• Advise on events in the city for example Irlam Live, etc

• Licensing of Markets

• Street Trading Consents

• Animal Licensing and welfare.

• Indoor smoking ban.

• Health and Safety at Work, Including serious incident investigations

• Infectious disease control, investigation and consequence management.
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• In addition, the team regulate H&S legislation in over 4000 businesses in 
Salford and undertake 400 Health and Safety visits. Throughout the 
pandemic Covid advice was provided to these businesses via visits, literature 
etc.

• Last year they also undertook 60 Accident Investigations and dealt with 60 
matters of evident concern including gas, electrical safety, guarding of 
machinery and working at height.

• They also respond to approximately 1200 EH requests per year, this can be

enquiries for advice or complaints.

• They provide an advice service for new and existing businesses and also

provide Primary Authority advice

• The team investigate infectious diseases and manage outbreak of diseases

alongside health protection and UKHSA

• They undertake visits to all major events including markets, funfairs and 
firework displays, providing health & safety advice and including the 
management of infectious diseases e.g., Covid at these events.
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Env Health Staffing Structure

• The number of Regulatory Service Officers, to fulfil the

requirement to inspect, includes the following:

• 6 full time L2 officers

• 1 full time L2 officer (temporary contract until June 2023)

• 1 full time L1 officer

• 1 part time L1 officer (newly qualified, working towards

their chartered status)

• 2 food safety consultants (temporary contract)
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• Food Standards visits

– EH and TS give FS advice during their interventions

• Food Standards sampling

– TS support FSA coordinated sampling programme

• Food labelling

– Support customers and legitimate businesses and ensure foods 

labelled in English

• Food fraud and traceability

– Counterfeiting, traceability, liaison with FSA Food Fraud team

• Food information regulations

– Allergens

– Prepacked for direct sale

Other Food Workstreams
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Impact of Pandemic & Covid Work

• With the advent of Covid the FSA directed local authorities to follow permitted 
deviations to the Food Law Codes of Practice. The reason was twofold, to help 
minimise regulatory footfall in business establishments and enable local 
authorities to divert potentially diminished resources to urgent reactive work and 
other wider public health actions required locally during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

• Throughout the pandemic Salford EHOs & TSOs worked tirelessly on covid track 
and trace, consequence management, and monitoring food establishments which 
remained open for business in line with the restrictions. Within the hospitality 
sector several businesses that were told to close such as restaurants, changed 
their business operating model i.e., to a takeaway service, so that they could 
remain open. 

• Moving from one operating model to another can create problems if the food 
business operator is not used to this model of delivery, so the officers were 
available to guide and support these businesses.
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FSA Recovery Roadmap

Moving forward the FSA set out a work plan which explained how they wanted local 
authority officers to approach inspecting high, medium and low risk priority food 
businesses. 
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Challenges
• Increasing non-compliance in premises. Phased approach to enforcement from 

initial advice / education, formal letters, notices, simple cautions, closures and 
prosecutions.

• Changes to business operating models since Covid e.g., online, hybrid businesses 
etc. and increase in demand for advice and re-rating requests to improve business 
profiles on online platforms like Just Eat.

• Increase in numbers of food registrations/churn.

• Increase in infectious disease and other work including TENS etc.

• Ageing workforce – succession planning

• Difficulty recruiting officers due to diversity of work and increase in demand for 
qualified officers and officers move around Greater Manchester shifting retention 
concerns from one LA to an adjacent LA.

• New Civica Database
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2023 and beyond
• Continuing close working with Public Health since the pandemic including 

benefiting from short term funding resulting in additional officer capacity of 2.5 
FTE post until March 2024.

• This will be a major positive in recovering our business-as-usual position, however, 
will need to further review capacity in light of emerging challenges and 
opportunities including:

– Proposed changes to the FSA’s Food Law Code Of Practice

– Implementing Food Hygiene (2024) and Food Standards (2023) new delivery 
models 

– Mandatory display of ratings and additional powers potentially in 2024?

– Ongoing oversight through FSA Audits, Performance Monitoring and Statutory 
Returns
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Community and Neighbourhoods Scrutiny Panel 

Work Programme 2022/23  
 

 
SCHEDULE OF COMMITTEE DATES & AGENDA ITEMS 

 

 

Date 
 

Topic/Action Responsible officer(s) 

18 July 2022 

 

 SCL Overview and Impact  

 Citywide - Catering and Cleaning Overview  

 Fleet Management - Clean Air Regulations Compliance 

 

 

August  
 

No meeting - recess  

19 September 2022 

meeting cancelled 
 

  

17 October 2022 
 

 Pesticides Usage  

 Allotments  

 Pest Control  
 

 

21 November 2022 

 

 NRFs and Neighbourhood Management Update  

 Police overview in Salford 

 ID requirements for voting at UK elections  

 

 

December 2022 No meeting - Christmas 
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Community and Neighbourhoods Scrutiny Panel 

Work Programme 2022/23  
 

 

16 January 2023 
 

 Bereavement Services  

 Food Safety  

 Salford City Council Emergency Planning and Business Continuity 
Approach 

 

 

20 February 2023 
 

 Salford Way and cost of living crisis including: 
o 12 month review of Tackling Poverty, Inclusive and Green 

Economy and Salford Equality and Inclusion Strategies 
(originally considered by Panel on 21/3/22) 

 

 

20 March 2023  Waste contract performance and future recycling strategies (originally 
scheduled for 19/9/22 TBC 

 findings of the independent third party review into water safety and 
unauthorised swimming at Salford Quays as commissioned by the City 
Mayor TBC 

 

 

April No meeting - run up to local election  

15 May 2022 TBC 

 

TBC  
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Community and Neighbourhoods Scrutiny Panel 

Work Programme 2022/23  
 

 

  
 

 
 
 

ABEYANCE LIST 

 

Landlord and Business Licensing - Overview and Effectiveness (in the interim Panel asked to identify 
specific themes and issues they wish to be briefed on and consider)  
 

 

Operation and impact of Salford City Council’s Street Champions scheme 
 

 

Protocol for Managing Unauthorised Encampments - current legislation and requirements of local 
authorities (information provided further consideration by Panel required to be confirmed) 
 

 

The following items are potential ones identified following a meeting with the Lead Member for Anti-Poverty, Neighbourhoods, 
Financial Inclusion and Equalities: 
 

Covid-19 Pandemic  

 “social” impact on older generation, isolation and access to services (particularly online ones)  

 Social inequalities identified  
 

 

Social inclusion   

 impact of Covid-19 particularly on the elderly and their access to online services 
 

 

Crime/Community Safety - activity by extremist political groups  
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Community and Neighbourhoods Scrutiny Panel 

Work Programme 2022/23  
 

 
  

Portfolio of the Board 

 

Membership  

1. Community Safety  
2. Communities and Neighbourhoods  

3. Regulatory Services (including Environmental Health, Trading 
Standards, Licensing)  
4. Operational Services (including Citywide, bereavement, 

operational transport, refuse and street cleansing, parks 
management, grounds maintenance)  

5. Salford Community Leisure Client  
6. Cultural strategy  
7. to be the designated Crime and Disorder Scrutiny Committee  

8. To scrutinise the council’s business plan and budget in this 
functional area. 

Councillor Dickman (Chair) 
Councillor Karen Garrido (Deputy Chair) 

Councillor Barnes 
Councillor Boshell 
Councillor Brabiner 

Councillor Fletcher 
Councillor Mullen 

Councillor Gina Reynolds 
Councillor Wain 
Councillor Walters 

Councillor Ward 
Councillor Warner 
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